Important announcement

Government of India

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Award Scholarship for Higher Education (SHE) under Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research (INSPIRE)

The details of the scholarship is as under

Award of Scholarship for Higher Education (SHE) under Innovation in Science Pursuit for Inspired Research (INSPIRE) by virtue of performance within top 1% of the School Board at Class XII level in the examination held during the academic session ending March 2013.

Performance in top 1% in Class XII Board examination and enrolment into education in Basic and Natural Science courses at BSc/ Integrated MSc or MS levels qualify eligibility automatically for Scholarship for Higher Education of GoI valued at Rs 80,000 per year for five years.

If enrolling into Bachelor or Integrated Master’s level programmes in Basic and Natural Science courses [like Mathematics or Statistics or Physics or Chemistry or Life Sciences (Botany or Zoology), in any University or College in India recognized by UGC, India, the candidate is advised to register in Scholarship for Higher Education (SHE) through on-line registration at http://www.inspire-dst.gov.in/requirement.html or through an application to the Department of Science and Technology http://www.inspire-dst.gov.in/inspire-advertisement.pdf by downloading the application and attaching this Advisory Note and avail the eligibility for scholarship.

Note:

1: From Maharashtra State the student securing 78.67 % and above marks in HSC examination March 2013 in SCIENCE stream are eligible for this scholarship.

2: Maharashtra State Board is issuing note to such eligible candidate Through their respective Hr. sec. school’s.